
Stop 1 

Hello and welcome to A Day in the Life of the Saloop Stall: An Examination of Saloop and 
Covent Garden in the Long Eighteenth Century. 
Thank you for joining us either on site through the wonders of the web, so get ready and we’ll 
begin. 

 
 

 
I work for Mr. Middlemoor; as I was going to work, I stood at a court in St. Martin's-lane having a 

pennyworth of saloop; they took me away to the watch-house. 

 
John Richardson Defence, Trial of John Richardson, Old Bailey Session Papers, 12th September 1804 
 

Stop, look around. when you stand in St Martins Court today (virtually or otherwise), you stand 
on a street greatly changed from the court John Richardson stood in drinking saloop over 200 
years ago. The tall walls of the Wyndham Theatre and the Noel Coward Theatre bears little 
resemblance to the row of shops that lined the way up until the late 19th century. These shops 

would likely have been home to craftsmen and makers, the nearby St Martin’s Lane and 
Academy serving as a hub for designers and artisans. Indeed, while we know little about John 
Richardson besides this court document, the fact that he describes himself as on the way to 
work in this space suggests he was likely a craftsman.  
 

Yet this court case does reveal something of Richardson, we get a taste of his daily routine as, 
like many labouring and middling Londoners, he stops for a bowl of saloop for his breakfast. 
Saloop was a new hot drink that flourished in the 18th century on the streets of London. 
Derived from the Turkish drink Salep it was a creamy hot drink made from a mixture of Orchid 

roots ( though other plants were sometimes used as substitute) and milk and water. From the 
mid 18th century up until the beginning of the nineteenth century these saloop stalls were 
found on the streets of London, like the one you are standing on now. Operating  in the late 
night and small hours of the morning, Serving Londoners such as Richardson. Through our 

short stroll through Covent Garden and its surroundings, online or in person, this tour seeks to 
delve into these stalls and unpick how saloop intertwined with the working and social life of 
Georgian Londoners.  
 

So, let us begin, 
 
Proceed to the next stop (taking care if you are walking to cross the road safely) 
   



Stop 2 

Connected with early rising in London another description of persons may be seen seated at 

convenient places with large vessels containing saloop coffee and tea kept warm by charcoal fires 

constructed within a wheelbarrow on top of which is spread a clean linen cloth covered with slices 

of bread, biscuits, butter, and gingerbread. These supply breakfast at one penny to 3 pence each 

to the many industrious persons whose occupations demanded early rising 

 
The Humbler Employments of London, Chambers’ Edinburgh Journal, August 1832  
 
As you start walking you walk down New Row making your way to Covent Garden you will 
pass the houses that were built eighteenth century, the same buildings that would likely have 

been passed by market gardeners as they made their way to Covent Garden market, one of the 
largest markets in London, selling all manner of fruit and vegetables. One seedsman was 
recorded selling lavender herbs and hedgehogs. These traders left in the early morning to set 
up their stalls or sell the wares to other traders. Yet on the street at the same time, or even 

earlier, there was another important vendor, the saloop seller pictured here in Rowlandson’s 
The Cries of London . 
 
As the quote from the start of this section reflects, these saloop sellers went out in the early 

morning, to set up their stalls and catch the early morning traders as they set out for work. In 
London, many labouring Londoners lacked the facilities or resources to provide a hot meal and 
so the saloop stall with its steaming urn of hot saloop priced affordably at a ha’penny to 
thruppence would have been a welcome meal in the cold early morning. 

 
As you walk up a new row following the tread of the many market gardeners that went before 
you, stop and consider what you have on you. Maybe you have a rucksack and a purse or 
wallet. Perhaps all you carry is your phone and something to listen to this walking tour on. Look 

again at the image of the saloop stall. The tea urn, the ceramics, the bellows and even the table 
all of these were crucial to the space of the saloop stall. These stalls were small ephemeral 
spaces, lacking the brick and mortar boundaries of other spaces. These materials therefore 
were central to the creation of the space. So, each morning, before the working day had begun 

for many Londoners, these sellers would carry their equipment through the streets of London 
to set it up on streets such as the one you are walking on now. 
 
Let’s speed on to Covent Garden market to have a look at the space that drew so many 
Londoners together. As ever, take care to be always aware of your surroundings particularly at 

crossings. 
 
   



Stop 3 

Where is Covent Garden Market kept? It is kept within the railed part of Covent Garden Square 

and it consists of all manner of fruits, herbs, earthenware etc. In the centre of this marketplace 

there is a handsome column with four sundials on the top the whole together with the church in 

Grand Azur affords a very noble view on the fourth side there are two ranges of low wooden 

sheds with convenient rooms number for holding their fruits, herbs etc 

 
George Reeves, A New History of London, 1764 
 
We have now arrived at Covent Garden. In front of you stands the large covered market 
familiar to Londoners and tourists alike. Yet as you may have gathered from the earlier quote 

this was not present during the 18th century rather it was commissioned in 1828 and designed 
by the architect Charles Fowler. If you examine the painting  accompanying this section, 
Covent Garden Market by Balthazar Nebot 1737 belonging to the Tate Collection, what you 
will see is a markedly different square. St Paul’s Church (or the Actors’ Church) should be 

visible from your spot just as it is in the painting, similarly the buildings around the square 
designed by Inigo Jones in 1630. But gone is the Greco-Roman designed market building 
instead is a wide open space with ramshackle huts, which would only multiply over the course 
of the century. Here was, according to William Thornton who wrote The History … of London 

and Westminster, 1784 was “the greatest market in England for herbs, fruit and flowers”. With 
each section divided with herb merchants and better class fruit sellers to the south, to the east 
peas and cherries, to the north was kitchen garden produce and florists to the west. While in 
the centre people sold a great assortment of things from crockery and metal to live birds.  

 
Look at this square, imagine it free of the buildings and cafes, instead picture it filled, all 
550,000 sq. ft, with traders of every kind. It was this market and the busy traders who kept it 
going that saloop sellers catered to in the early morning with their bowls of hot saloop. Yet as 

we will see in our next stops there was another attraction to the square and another side of 
saloop that we can now consider. 
 
 

   



Stop 4 

You went to Covent-Garden for a frolick? - No, Sir, we came round Ludgate-hill with a young man 

that was going to Bride-lane, and there was an engine, and we pursued it as far as Maiden-lane, 

and then one said to another, we will take a walk round Covent-Garden; we stopped at the corner 

of the Piazza, next James-street, and had some saloop 

 
Samuel Plumton, Trial of John Berrow, Old Bailey Session Papers, September 1785 
 
Over the 18th century there grew another attraction to Covent Garden, where you stand, 
approximately the same area as where Samuel Plumpton stood all those years ago, you stand 
next to the Royal Opera Theatre. The third theatre in fact to stand on that site since 1728. If 

you continue out of the square westward you will walk past the Theatre Royal which was 
founded in 1663, though like the Royal Opera Theatre, the 18th century building does not 
remain. These buildings formed part of the culture that drew people to Covent Garden. And 
these theatres were not timid spaces where audiences sat passively, rather the audiences were 

known to cheer their favourites and jeer the villains, all while chatting, drinking, and eating 
during the performances. This combined with the many coffee houses, taverns and a host of 
other attractions that sprang up around the piazza cemented Covent Garden as a social space 
in London. It is therefore little wonder Samuel Plumpton chose here to get together with his 

friend George Price, though they both lived in Black Friars.  
 
 
It is this that also leads us on to the second aspect of saloop, as on this tour we have considered 

the use of saloop as breakfast but that was not the only time it was drunk. As the record shows 
both Plumpton and Price had been out on the town late at night at a time when many others 
had gone to bed and locked up for the night. In fact, they  described themselves somewhat 
euphemistically in the court record as “rather merry” when asked if they had been drinking. It 

was  likely these activities that drove them to stop at the saloop stall after finishing their 
evening’s liveliness. This was likely because of the belief of the delightfully curative properties 
of saloop for a hangover, an earlier 18th century poem described its wonderful benefits:  
 

The fumes of wine, punch, drams, and beer, 
It will expel; your spirits cheer; 
From drowsiness your spirits free. 
Sweet as a rose your breath shall be. 
 

Although I cannot personally testify to the curative properties of saloop, the widespread belief 
in them at the time seems to explain why such a stall could be found late at night amidst the 
partygoers of Covent Garden, showing how saloop and Covent Garden were not only 
entwined with the labouring life of London but also its social rhythms. 

 
We are almost at our final stop as you walk on to our next stop, consider what we have 
discussed regarding saloop. Maybe think of drinks in your own life and how they fit within your 
various rhythms and routines. 

   



Stop 5  

The Prisoner and that Man came, and had each a Dish; they turned the Corner together, and 

presently the Man called Watch, and said he was robbed. 

 
Testimony of Murphey the Salop-Man, Trial of Mary Harwood, Old Bailey Session Papers, October 
1740, 
 
We have come to the end of our tour and thank you for joining me on this quick jaunt through 
Covent Garden, either in person or virtually. If you're in person maybe sit down in the Drury 
Lane Garden Park and take a moment to reflect. As you sit in the garden you sit fewer than 30 
yards from the spot discussed in the trial used to start this segment. Where, more than 250 

years ago, a man named Murphy had a saloop stall, and served a man named Paul Le Cour and a 
woman called Mary Harwood. Both these individuals, like Plumpton in the case discussed 
before, were drinking saloop after an evening’s drinking and Le Cour would go on to accuse 
Harwood of theft. 

  
Burt they are not who I want us to consider right now. Rather, having explored saloop and its 
customers, let us finish by turning our attention to Murphy. Unlike the other cases we have 
examined today, the saloop seller here is named. Like the unfortunate John Richardson whose 

case we started with today, we know very little about Murphy. His name suggests he is Irish 
and his description as the saloop man suggests that selling saloop was a regular gig for him. But 
why did he and so many other men and women choose to sell saloop, working unsociable hours 
in the early morning and late at night in all weathers. Perhaps it comes back to something that's 

been present throughout this discussion of saloop and Covent Garden. An investigation of 
saloop stalls found they were most active in the early morning and late at night - before the 
working day had started for many Londoners and after it had finished.  The fact saloop was so 
entwined with people's habits and life cycles, either as breakfast or hangover cure, allowed the 

saloop seller to thrive. It allowed stall holders to work their stalls alongside the other 
commitments, be they working at a cobbler or running their own home (both examples appear 
in the court records). 
 

On this walk we discussed the role of Covent Garden in the 18th century, we have whizzed 
through, examining the daily lives of some Londoners, and  considered how saloop fit into these 
routines and habits.  
 
I hope I have given you some food for thought on how drinks and objects can be tied up with 

our own lives and given you a taste of how design and consumption can be used as tools to 
consider the past.  
 
So, grab your favourite beverage, sit back, or stroll on, and thank you for the company. 

 


